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The BMW Art Car by Robert Rauschenberg, 1986 
      
 
“I think mobile museums would be a good idea. This car is the fulfilment of my 
dream.” Robert Rauschenberg 
 
Rauschenberg was first to use other artists’ works which he processed by 
means of photographic techniques and projected onto the car. For example, on 
the left we see Bronzino’s “Portrait of a Young Man”, and on the right a painting 
by Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres. His own photographs of trees and swamp 
grass point to the environmental problems associated with the motor car. The 
“hub caps” are formed using photographs of antique plates. The associations 
between the narrative elements are grouped along the surfaces, composing a 
virtual story for the observer to behold. 
Rauschenberg was born in Port Arthur, Texas, in 1925 and was one of the artists 
who paved the way for American pop art. After studying art, he started designing 
scenery and costumes for theatres all over the world. Later he experimented with 
photographic designs, painted in the style of abstract expressionists and finally 
discovered his own personal style in “Combine Painting“ – a collage technique 
integrating real objects and photographs from live media reports into the abstract 
painting. To this day, artists are still inspired by his radical approach. 
 
Robert Rauschenberg – The BMW 635 CSi 

 six-cylinder inline engine 

 overhead camshaft 

 displacement: 3430 cm³ 

 power output: 211 bhp 

 top speed: 220 km/h 
 
The Art Car designed by Robert Rauschenberg was intended solely as an exhibit 
and was never driven on the road or in a race. 
 
High-quality pictures of BMW Art Cars can be downloaded from the “Photo” section at 

www.press.bmwgroup.com (search string “Art Car”). 

 
Documentary footage material of the BMW Art Cars can be accessed at 

https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/pressclub/p/pcgl/tvFootageDetail.html?docNo=PF0003039
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Thomas Girst, Head of Cultural Engagement 
Telephone: +49 89 382 24753, Fax: +49 89 382 10881 
 
Antonia Ruder, Cultural Engagement 
Telephone: + 49 89 382 51468, Fax: +49 89 382 10881 
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